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100% 
                       ACTION

UPHILL AND DOWNHILL

“Me or the mountain?” There is a limit to this question for every mountain biker that seems  

insurmountable: we can‘t set it aside, but we can greatly modify it. DAS SPITZING extends your 

mountain biking limits, enabling you to zip along trails that would otherwise be out of reach.  

No more compromises: 100% nature and 100% riding enjoyment, both ensured by the  

revolutionary TQ mid-drive with a significant 120 Nm of torque – peak performance exclusi-

vely launched by M1.

POWER
      PERFORMANCE
FREEDOM 
             ENDURANCE
RANGE 
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100% 
                       CARBON

Whether evenings in rush hour or midday through the park:  

cruising on the SCHWABING is always laid-back, even if the 

urban jungle gets wild. 

No more compromises: 100% nature and 100% riding enjoyment. 

The unique frame constructed out of 100% carbon harmonizes 

both form and function, giving the e-bike and rider a pleasant 

sensation of lightness. 

CRUISING
      SOARING
URBAN 
             ELEGANCE
STYLE 



8 – 9BOBBY ROOT
NAME: Bobby Root    //   AGE: 42
NATIONALITY: USA    //   PLACE OF BIRTH: Indio, California
HOBBIES: Martial arts, guitar playing, freediving
HIS MOTTO: Live for the moment! 
HE LIKES: Coffee, Bad Habbit from The Offspring, riding (motor)bikes
HE DOESN´T LIKE: too little action 
SUCCESSES:  three Guiness World Records: 

Fastest Front-Wheelie: 90,7 km/h
Fastest Wheelie: 138,6 km/h
Fastest self-pedalled speed on a bicycle : 120 km/h

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE: Establish M1 in the US breaking all his 3 personal  
world records – with the SPITZING

Anything is possible : Bobby shows that 4m high drops  

are no problem for him and his Spitzing R .

Bobby Root. Freeride legend. Guines world record holder. Well 

known character in the mountain bike community. His pas-

sion to go higher, faster and more extreme has always been 

his identifying feature. It suggests itself that Bobby – as he’s 

always been one of the first to try di�erent things – is now one 

of the first well known freeriders to ride an E-Mountainbike. To 

feel the head wind in the face has always been a privilege to 

downhill-mountainbikers only. With his brand new M1 Spitzing 

he can ride uphill-trails that without technical support would 

require pushing or even carrying the bike. “The uphill-freeride 

feeling you get with the Spitzing is insane! This bike is the per-

fect combination to ride uphill and downhill in any terrain. O� 

or on trail – up or down. The fun is increased hugely!”

In addition to being a brand ambassador, Bobby takes over M1 

Sporttechnik’s bike distribution in the US and helps build the 

brand and product-availability as well as customer service in 

northern America. 

„Through my motocross-background and love for speed, I’ve always 

enjoyed a nice head wind while exploring new trails. The Spitzing 

combines just that – head wind, speed and real freeride-feeling. 

Even on uphill trails! Totally awesome!” 

Bobby Root. Freeride legend. Guines world record holder. Well 

known character in the mountain bike community. His pas

sion to go higher, faster and more extreme has always been 

his identifying feature. It suggests itself that Bobby – as he’s 

always been one of the first to try di�erent things – is now one 

of the first well known freeriders to ride an E-Mountainbike. To 

feel the head wind in the face has always been a privilege to 

downhill-mountainbikers only. With his brand new M1 Spitzing 

he can ride uphill-trails that without technical support would 

require pushing or even carrying the bike. “The uphill-freeride 

feeling you get with the Spitzing is insane! This bike is the per

fect combination to ride uphill and downhill in any terrain. O� 
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NO NEED FOR  
BRIDGES
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PEAK PURSUIT?

Narrow serpentine ascents, technical downhill-sections, steep ramps 

and fast trails: DAS SPITZING is bringing the funfactor on up- and 

downhill in balance! - On a whole new level

Ever had to break uphill?DAS SPITZING brings incomparable 

Uphill-Freeride-Feeling and limitless fun in any sitaution!



Legs are burning, light is getting gloomy and the air thinner. 

But the adrenalin and thrills are pushing you further.  It‘s all 

about living in the moment with the SPITZING. 

New hometrail record? For sure!

14 - 15

OR 
CANYON LAPS? 

BOTH.



DAS SPITZING:
Tapered head tube, 160mm FOX 
36 Elite Fork, 200mm Magura 
MT5 4-piston disc break

DAS SPITZING:
Optional with our 880Wh 
or 1,1kWh battery.

True innovation and functionality is giving the SPITZING its incomparable de-

sign. It is obvious, which expactation rider and bike have in themselfes: more 

power, more speed, more agility.

high-end components—such as the dynamic frame, brake system with incredib-

le stopping power or durable rear derailleur—have been meticulously combined 

and superbly crafted thus taking into consideration all aspects of  

functionality. Moreover, DAS SPITZING‘s distinctive silhouette enhances the 

essentials even from a distance, displaying more performance speed and agility. 

STYLE AND FUNCTION WITH INNOVATION.
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DAS SPITZING:
Carbon-fibre-frame, Shockmount 
in boxed-design, 150mm FOX 
suspension und 650b wheelset 
equipped with 2,4“ Schwalbe 
Nobby Nic tires.



SPITZING PLUS:
Carbon-fibre-frame, Shock-
mount in boxed-design, 120mm 
Manitou-suspension with 650b 
PLUS wheelset and 3“ Schwalbe 
Nobby Nic tires.

DAS SPITZING PLUS:
Tapered head tube, 120mm Ma-
nitou Magnum Pro single crown 
fork, 200mm Magura MT5 
4-piston disc-brake

STYLE AND FUNCTION WITH INNOVATION.

DAS SPITZING:
Optional with our 880Wh 
or 1,1kWh battery.

PLUS
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DAS SPITZING DAS SPITZING WORLDCUP
With the SPITZING we managed to push the boundaries of mountain-
biking! No more excuses. No longer can a tour be too far, steep  
or long. Due to the agile geometry and the high-end chassis, the  
SPITZING comes as an Enduro like no other and is up for the task 
in just about any terrain! No matter if you like to freeride like Bob-
by Root, chase your own hometrail-record or get lost while cruizing 
through the woods on a regular day - DAS SPITZING provides endless 
moments of joy. With its 920W and 120Nm torque, steep upcoming 
ramps turn into challenges that are anticipated with great pleasure!

Ever had to lean into an uphill turn?

With so much performance, all components of course need to be 
compatible with one another. Therefore, DAS SPITZING consists solely 
of specially selected high-end bicycle components. Quick gear shifting 
along with reduced wear and tear occur despite high torque. By using 
a highspeed shift sensor though, the power decreases within 200 
milliseconds when shifting thus reducing wear and tear on the chain, 

chainring and sprocket. The power is also decreases when applying 
the brakes to prevent push assistance. Even in tricky situations, DAS 
SPITZING maintains its enormous dynamic and liveliness for sever-
al kilometers; its 880 W battery features one of the most powerful 
pedelec bat.

Racing-Performance at it‘s best
Our WORLD CUP EDITION is equipped exclusively with the finest 
made-in-germany carbon-fibre parts. Carbon- stem, bar, seatpost, 
battery-cover and wheelset minimize the weight and form -in colla-
boration with Shimano XTR components- a unique high-end bike. 
DAS SPITZING WORLD CUP performs in a league of it‘s own!

DAS SPITZING PLUS
The SPITZING PLUS is the consistent evolution in our understanding 
of innovation. Equipped with the latest trend in wheelsizes, the  
SPITZING PLUS with its 3“ wide tires smoothly overrruns all sorts 
of obstacles in its way. Therefore the chassis has been adapted to 
120mm of travel. In Collaboration with bulkier tires, it now supports 
the rider even more and causes for a very forgiving ride. 

Those tires feel especially at home on loose ground and develop an 
exciting amount of grip which results in even more fun - Even in the 
snow or sand!

Like the Spitzing, the SPITZING PLUS is available in three di�erent 
performance categories: Pedelec, S-Pedelec and R-Pedelec. 
It goes without saying that on any model, our powerful 920W, 120Nm 
torque motor and 880Wh battery is applied. torque motor and 880Wh battery is applied. 



22 - 23FACTS SPITZING / SPITZINGPLUS

PEDELEC, S-PEDELEC OR R-PEDELEC

FRAME SIZE: M (45 cm), L (50 cm)

COLOURS: metallic blue/blue, orange/blue // antracite/orange, antracite/blue

FRAME: M1 High Modulus Carbon Fibre, Spitzing // M1 High Modulus Carbon Fibre, SpitzingPLUS

FORK: FOX 36 Float/160 mm // Manitou Magnum/120 mm

DAMPER: FOX Float 216/63 // Manitou McLeod 190/50

MOTOR: TQ-PinRing120, 250 W, 500 W or 850 W

BATTERY: M1, 48 V, 880 Wh, 14S6P 

HEADSET: Tange IS245ta

REAR DERAILLEUR: Shimano XT ShadowPlus, 10s

SHIFTER: Shimano XT RapidFire, 10s

BRAKES: Magura MT5/MT4

BRAKE DISCS: 203 mm front and 180 mm rear

CASSETTE: Shimano XT 10s, 11-36

HUBS: DT-Swiss M1900 // DT-Swiss 350

RIMS: DT-Swiss M1900, 27.5“ // DT-Swiss 551, 27.5“

TIRES: Schwalbe NobbyNic 27.5x2.35“ // Schwalbe NobbyNic 27.5x3“

CRANK: FSA DynaDrive

CHAIN RING: FSA MegaTooth, 48t

STEM: M1 Aluminium, 8°, 90, 100 or 110 mm

HANDLEBAR: M1 Aluminium Low Riser, 31,8 mm, 720 mm

SEAT POST: M1 Aluminium, 31,6x350 mm

PEDALS: VP501, platform 

Equipped with highend sensors as brake switch, shifting switch, velocity sensor and torque sensor

OPTIONAL UPGRADES: FSA SLK Carbon handlebar, steam and seat post, various Ergon grips, various fi:zik 

saddles, Bike Ahead carbon wheelsets, Shimano click pedals M324 or M520, KindShock remote seat post, 

Hebie kickstand, Zefal or SKS removeable fender sets, LED-batery light set IXON Core / IXXI, Shimano XTR 

rear derailleur, cassette, RapidFire-shifter

Illustrations and descriptions can di�er from the standard features.
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Optional with our 880Wh 
or 1,1kWh battery

Tapered head tube, integrated  
cable routing, carbon monocoque 
fork, optionally with Suntour e45 
Suspension fork

V-Tail carbon frame design, avai-
lable with Gates Carbondrive or 
wear off optimized KMC e-bike 
chain

Bundled e-power and a superb design: two characteristics for an urban bike 

that will definitely become the talk of any town. The extravagant frame shape 

is the result of years of experience with carbon material. DAS SCHWABING 

layout rides like the design layout appears: light and liberating. Depending on 

which model you select of up to 45km, you will experience a powerful  

response that makes even sport cars look old at traffic lights.

A PERFECT LAYOUT FOR ANY SKYLINE.

EFFICIENCY OR ELEGANCE?  
BOTH.
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32 - 33FACTS SCHWABING // SCHWABING BELT DRIVE

PEDELEC OR S-PEDELEC

FRAME SIZE: M (48 cm), L (53 cm)

COLOURS: cream/orange, silver/blue  

FRAME: M1 High Modulus Carbon Fibre, Schwabing  

FORK: M1 High Modulus Carbon Fibre

MOTOR: TQ-PinRing120, 250 W or 500 W

BATTERY: M1, 48 V, 880 Wh, 14S6P 

BATTERY: Tange IS245ta

SHIFTING: Nuvinci N360/N380

SPROCKET: Nuvinci // Gates

SHIFTER: Nuvinci, stepless twisted shifter

BRAKE: Magura MT5/MT4

BRAKE DISCS: 203 mm front and 180 mm rear

HUBS: DT-Swiss 350 front // Nuvinci rear

RIMS: DT-Swiss 466d, 28“ 

TIRES: Schwalbe BigBen, 28x2.0“

CRANK: : FSA DynaDrive

CHAIN RING: FSA MegaTooth, 48t

STEM: Humpert Charisma, 90 or 110 mm 

HANDLEBAR: Humpert Ergo XXL, Aluminum, 31,8 mm

SEAT POST: M1-Aluminum, 31,6x350 mm

PEDALS: VP195e, trekking 

Equipped with highend sensors as brake switch, shifting switch, 

velocity sensor and torque sensor 

OPTIONAL UPGRADES:  Suspension fork Suntour e45 with 

63mm travel, various Ergon grips, various fi:zik saddles, Hebie 

kickstand, LED-battery light set IXON Core / IXXI, basket sets 

Racktime rear / Klickfix front

Illustrations and descriptions can di�er from the standard features.

DAS SCHWABING
Style is always a question of individuality. That‘s why DAS SCHWABING is available in di�erent  

variations. For example, the Pedelec that provides up to 25 km/h of assistance. For athletic riding, 

the S-Pedelec provides assistance for speeds of up to 45 km/h. 

The utterly precise belt drive ensures a smooth and quiet power transfer; it requires no chain  

grease and is low-maintenance. In addition, the necessary power of 250 W or 500 W is supplied 

by the mighty TQ drive. Furthermore, we o�er di�erent colors for both models.  

In brief, DAS SCHWABING is the perfect companion for anyone who wants to accentuate their own 

style; this is possible far beyond city limits thanks to the battery‘s remarkable 880 WH performance.



SINGLETRAIL?

In search of the perfect allround bike, all paths lead towards 

the STERZING.

No compromises required – As  a reliable partner in the 

big-city-jungle it makes an elegant appearance at all times. 

Take it to the mountains and it will interact smoothly with 

the environment, going both up- and downhill in flawless 

style and effort.
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GRAND TOUR 
OR CROSS COUNTRY?  
BOTH.
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FOX 34 float E-Bike fork 
with 130mm travel, inner 
cable routing. Pre-ready 
for dropper seat-post ca-
ble routing. 

High Modulus Carbonfaser

Frame pre-ready for carri-
er and fender, 142/110 rear  
pave-width for increased 
sti�ness. Optional 2.8“ su-
per moto-x street or 3“ 
o�-road tires

Optional with our 880Wh 
or 1,1kWh battery



Our exclusive and powerful 880Wh or  

1,1kWh batteries enable boundless tours until  

your personal limits!
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DAS STERZING
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Lycra or tie? Rapid or steady? Big city hectic or peaceful mountains? Anything. Das STERZING: Our 

latest bike comes as either an agile hardtail tourer with smooth running 2,8” street-tires or as an 

All-Mountain version with 3” o�-road tires – a bike for just about any occasion. 

The daily route to work gets anticipated with great pleasure. Distances and speeds are put into  

perspective. The combination of futuristic carbonfibre and the design-integrated engine makes  

either an elegant appearance in getting to work or runs with flawless style through the trails of the 

nearest mountain. Naturally, in the STERZING our famous TQ-engine with up to 920W is applied  

and of course it’s equipped with our 880Wh battery for extra-long rides. As with all of our models 

we utilize only the best components which are perfectly tailored to all of our high end bikes  

individually. Therefore the Fox 34, which through its sensitive response characteristic gives the  

rider a constant secure feeling and allows journeys without compromises on rough trails, as well as  

bumpy roads. At any time.

The new era of E-Bikes has only just began.

FACTS STERZING

PEDELEC, S-PEDELEC OR R-PEDELEC

FRAME SIZE: M(45cm), L(50cm)

COLORS: blue/grey, yellow/eucalyptus

FRAME: M1-High Modulus Carbon Fibre, Sterzing

FORK: FOX 34 Float, 130mm, Lockout

MOTOR: TQ-PinRing120, 250W, 500W o. 850W

BATTERY: M1, 48V, 880Wh, 14S6P

HEADSET: Tange IS245ta

REAR DERAILLEUR: Shimano XT ShadowPlus, 10s

SHIFTER: Shimano XT RapidFire, 10s

BRAKES: Magura MT5/MT4

BRAKE DISCS: 203mm front and 180mm rear

CASSETTE: Shimano XT 10s, 11-36

HUBS: DT-Swiss M1700

RIMS: DT-Swiss M1700, 27.5“

TIRES: Schwalbe NobbyNic 27.5×3“ o. SuperMotoX 27.5x2.8“

CRANK: FSA CK745/IS

CHAIN RING: FSA MegaTooth, 48t

STEM: M1 Aluminium, 8°, 90, 100 o. 110mm

HANDLEBAR: M1 Aluminium Low Riser, 31,8mm, 720mm

SEAT POST: M1 Aluminium, 31,6x350mm

Illustrations and descriptions can di�er from the standard features.

DAS STERZING CCDAS STERZING CC
DAS STERZING GT



A LONE WOLF OR  
PARTY ANIMAL? BOTH.
Some riders prefer to explore the mountain alone on hardly mapped out 

trails. Others like adventuring with friends. Whether with GPS navigation, 

sharing or other functions, the on board handle bar computer is the foun-

dation for everything: it has an extensive control center and is easy to use. 

The display indicates basic features like speed, charging level, drive mode 

and distance. Moreover, it serves as an interface for smartphones which 

opens other numerous applications. Connectivity: true mobility  

for the smartphone.   
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M1-SPORTTECHNIK AND FRITZMEIER – 
STANDING ON THE SHOULDERS OF A GIANT

Handling carbon professionally is in our genes. As a member of the Fritzmeier Group, we profit from the  

know-how of a global leading expert in innovative materials engineering. Fritzmeier already established  

itself as a pioneer for the first all-plastic skis in the 70‘s, which contributed to Rosi Mittermaier‘s three-time 

Olympic medal wins. A further step was in 1977, when the cult brand Mistral was established; Robby Naish  

won 15 world surf championships with its windsurfing boards. Fritzmeier also set standards in cycling at an  

early stage with M1 – Sporttechnik. For example in 1994, with its first carbon mountain bike that featured  

a monocoque construction.

M1 – Sporttechnik builds upon experience. We continue to expand our knowledge. We‘re not only developing 

DAS SPITZING, DAS SCHWABING and DAS STERZING further, but also setting two new milestones at the top  

of the e-volution.

EXPERIENCE YOUR 
DREAM BIKE NOW.

We could tell you much more about our vision of a  

perfect pedelec, but can‘t even come close to  

describing what it‘s really like to ride DAS SPITZING,  

DAS SCHWABING, or DAS STERZING. You must  

experience it yourself. The best place to test your model 

of choice is at our flagship store in Weyarn, Germany 

(near Munich) where, next to our factory, we have our 

own testing grounds. 

Searching for a dealer near you? You can customize your dream bike and send a non-binding  

dealer request at www.m1-sporttechnik.de.

Special M1 Warranty

Manufacturer’s warranty of M1-Sporttechnik GmbH & Co. KG: 5 years M1 warranty on our frames.
M1-Sporttechnik guarantees the faultlessness of the frame and the material of the frame (labeled 
and identified by the M1 logo) for a period of 5 (five) years from date of purchase (verified by invoice or 
delivery document).
This warranty applies only for privately used products of M1. The registration of the product on our 
website www.m1-sporttechnik.de (“Service”) right after the purchase and also the proved annual service 
(written down in the service manual) is mandatory to this warranty. M1-Sporttechnik will exchange 
the damaged component for the same or comparable products (respectively successor products) or will 
repair the component. Rework is also valid.

The guarantee does not apply to bike components, for example handlebar, damper and forks and also 
does not cover additional costs like modification respectively freight charges. Regarding the equipped 
bike parts (and also for safety relevant components, such as the handlebar, damper and fork), also 
described in the M1 manual, the legal material defect liability is applying. Between the 3rd up to the 5th 
year starting from the registration date, we charge an own contribution fee of 50 % of the sales price 
of the replaced parts and of the costs for rework. Therefore, the customer receives the state-of-the-art 
technology.
Information: M1 S-Pedeles will be delivered with a corresponding COC document (Certificate of Confor-
mity). This COC allows a legal Europe-wide registration, including Switzerland, at local tra³c authori-
ties. This is necessary to apply a local number plate and insurance.




